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COVID-19 has changed Consumer Behavior

Article  Overview

COVID-19 has taken the world by a storm. Financial markets, manufacturing, services, and 
tourism have been hit hard.  In fact, it has also changed the way we work, communicate, interact, 
and shop more than any other disruption in the decade.

As a result, there have been key changes in Consumer Behavior. There is the growing reluctance to 
visit crowded places, the increasing shift of work from office to home, and the higher propensity 
for digital adoption.  The changes are inevitable. For businesses to stay relevant, businesses have 
to adjust to the new norms.

This article  provides organizations a good understanding of the 10 trends in Consumer Behavior 
resulting from the impact of COVID-19 on people, society, and businesses in the global economy. 
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Entrepreneurs and business owners must start creating 
flexible business models to adaptto the changing trends.
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Low Touch Economy is here to stay

Low Touch Economy – Overview 

The post COVID-19 era will pose an economy that is shaped by new habits and regulations. 
There will be reduced close-contact interaction, tighter travel, and hygiene restrictions.

The global economy will transition into a Low Touch Economy, an aftermath of the COVID-19 
2020 crisis.  A Low Touch Economy will be characterized by entirely different rules and policies, 
habits and behaviors.

Ongoing A/B experiments globally
Best practices copied in other regions and 
industries
Rules and policies that will swing up and
down

Discovery of new way of living and 
working
Remote working
Mixed work/life balance
Access to e-commerce and logistics
Virtualization of industries and verticals 
(e.g. e-health/tele-medicine)

Limited gatherings
Travel restrictions
Hygiene requirements
Protecting vulnerable groups

»
»
»
»

With the Low Touch Economy, traditional business and 
lifestyle norms will be greatly challenged.5
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As COVID-19 changes human behavior, shifts 
will happen on many fronts

10 Trends in Consumer Behavior – Overview
Shifts in consumer behavior is gradually happening with the onslaught of COVID-19.  These 
gradual shifts will accelerate to become more immediate behavior change.

There are 10 trends in Consumer Behavior that are evolving today.

Source: The New Low Touch Economy, Board of Innovation, 2020

The 10 trends in Consumer Behavior are here to stay and can turn 
industries upside down. 
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Mental health is the first trend we 
anticipate—focused on addressing increasing 
states of anxiety, loneliness, and depression

Mental Health – Overview

The pandemic has spotlight both existing and new barriers to 
accessing mental health and substance use disorder services.

Mental 
Health

DESCRIPTION

Developing a state of anxiousness, loneliness, and depression

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Feeling of isolation
»Lower productivity and 
loss of job
»Increased healthcare costs
»Higher mortality
»Relationship issues
»Anxiety and depression

»Tremendous need for remote 
therapy and coaching
»Increased demand for pets 
and animal companions
»Online social games and tools

►Provide risk-stratified crisis counsel-
ing and support.
►Frequently share information about 
policies, programs, benefits, 
resources, and training to support 
mental health.
►Offer comprehensive benefits that 
center on mental health.
►Engage employees to take part in 
decision-making about mental health 
in the workplace.
►Involve community stakeholders in 
executing the mental health plan.
►Continuously enhance offerings to 
improve employee wellbeing.
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Hygienic concern is the 2nd trend in an 
evolving Consumer Behavior focused on 
limiting COVID-19 exposure on the job

Hygienic Concerns – Overview 

Decreasing the spread of COVID-19 and lowering its impact 
on the workplace can promote a healthy work environment. 

Hygienic 
Concerns

DESCRIPTION

•Damaged trust in hygiene of people and products
•Ability to respond to varying levels of disease transmission through 

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Increased caution when 
interacting with people and 
products
»Increased demand for 
formal proof of hygiene and 
current health status

»Packaging redesigns
»Sharing of personal health 
records and temperature
»Retail/hospital formats with 
free service add-ons focused 
on cleanliness
»Preference of science forward 
products over natural
»Contact-free deliveries and 
drop-offs

►Reduce transmission by actively 
encouraging sick employees to stay 
home
►Strict adherence to healthcare proto-
cols.
►Educate employees on how to 
reduce spread of COVID-19.
►Identify a workplace coordinator 
responsible for COVID-19 issues and 
its impact at the workplace.
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Travel and tourism is the 3rd trend that will 
have the biggest impact as an industry

Travel – Overview 

Travel must now be approached with caution.

Travel
DESCRIPTION

Extended travel restrictions, even within a country

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Extended travel 
restrictions, even within a 
country.
»Feeling of risk for 
consumers who may not be 
able to get back home.
»Feeling of uncertainty if 
tourists be covered in a 
foreign land should another 
outbreak occur.
     

»Local tourism to flourish.
»Longer extensive holidays 
with quarantine taken into 
consideration.
»Combined travel with work
»Rural and remote as luxury 
escapes.

►Take health considerations seriously 
Value high-tech cleaning protocols on 
planes and hotels.
►Explain cleaning/sanitizing 
procedures.
►Require employee health screening
►Make visible cleaning activity in 
public areas.
►Ensure contact-less check-in
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Remote Work is the 4th trend that is a 
COVID-19 preventive measure that used to be 

an office perk

Remote Work – Overview 

The principles of remote work are different, the approach to 
conducting work is different.

Remote 
Work

DESCRIPTION

•Optimizing work from home setups, beyond typical office jobs

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Individuals and families 
will figure out new ways to 
balance work-life needs 
within the confines of home
»Many individuals and 
families may move away 
from expensive cities (or 
even countries) if the work 
allows them flexibility to 
work from anywhere they 
want

»Reduced office space and 
infrastructure
»Special equipment, machines, 
and advanced video/audio 
setups at home to accommo-
date change in lifestyle
»Need for new policies and 
insurances

►Establish a written policy that will 
ensure that all parties know how to safely 
and sustainable make the change from 
physical to virtual.
►Enable flexibility as a contingency plan 
to enable continuity during disaster.
►Do not replicate your office environ-
ment.
►Create a safe and effective foundation 
for remote digital access.
►Secure remote access to business assets 
and online services.
►Provide access to productivity, line of 
business applications, and communica-
tions/ collaboration tools.
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Personal Conflicts is the 5th trend in evolving 
Consumer Behavior that shows the effect of 
the coronavirus outbreak on personal life

Personal Conflicts – Overview 

The incidence of Personal Conflict is expected to rise, knowing 
how to effectively manage them is the key.

Personal 
Conflicts

DESCRIPTION

•Rising tension and conflicts at all levels

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Organization and people 
operating in survival mode
»Occurrence of breach of 
contracts and regulations

»Spike for “Force Majeure” 
(superior force) 
»Increasing legal battles
»Shift to digital way of 
working
»Automation of legal work to 
operate at scale

►Seek online counselling on family 
issues that are found disruptive.
►Focus on managing those that are 
within your control.
►Maintain regular communication 
with friends and family.
►Observe health protocol at all times.
►Undertake a de-stressing activity 
within a safe environment.
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Unemployment is the 6th trend in Consumer 
Behavior that can be highly disruptive to 

human and economic sustainability

Unemployment – Overview 

Current options will bring valuable experience once the 
economy catches on at a later moment in time.

Un-
employment 

DESCRIPTION

•Unprecedented levels of global unemployment

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Increasing review of 
career path
»Switching to another 
struggling competitor in the 
same industry is not an 
option

»Peak in remote reskilling and 
training
»Switch to an entrepreneurial 
side business to boost family 
budget

►Undertake new trainings and skills 
that have increased demand
►Identify gaps in capabilities and 
capacities.
►Strengthen network and collabora-
tion in areas that have become essen-
tial.
►Go digital.
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Last Mile Optimization is the 7th trend in an 
evolving Consumer Behavior focused on 

minimizing last mile delivery logistics

Last Mile Optimization – Overview

Whatever the final impact of the pandemic, one legacy will be 
the creation of an expanded base of new customers 

comfortable with e-commerce transactions.

Last Mile 
Optimization

DESCRIPTION

•Optimizing Supply Chain options

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Switch of retail businesses 
and product distributors to 
delivery and/or remote first.
»Regular details will 
evolve.

»Specialized delivery solutions
»More advanced Supply Chain 
optimization
»VR shopping and mass drone 
deliveries may soon be consid-
ered.
»Contactless delivery and 
pickup options

►Adopt new safety rules, giving 
drivers with gloves and masks.
►Give customers the option not to 
sign on delivery but have the driver 
sign instead.
►Consider smaller, nimbler, and more 
fuel-efficient options to meet on-road 
demands.
►Consider delivery vehicles that offer 
better fuel economy, greater driver 
comfort, a tighter turning radius, and a 
variety of upfitting options to increase 
productivity.
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Social Gatherings is the 8th trend that 
emphasizes on restricting interaction

Social Gatherings – Overview 

Social Distancing is considered one of the most effective meth-
ods to tackle the outbreak of COVID-19.

Social 
Gatherings

DESCRIPTION

•Limiting or restricting interaction

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Restricted interaction with 
+65-year old people
»Social gatherings to be 
rethink

»Acceleration in digital 
adoption
»Normal day-to-day activities 
to be redesigned
»Special retail options
»Tweaked ceremonies/rituals
»Rise of communities for those 
with special needs

►Observe social distancing.
►Maintain a distance of 2 meters 
(or 6 feet in the US) from other people.
►Reduce general contact with people.
►Avoid non-essential use of public 
transport.
►Work from home.
►Avoid large and small gatherings.
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Work-Life Cohesion is the 9th trend where 
people get to mix work and private life

Work-Life Cohesion – Overview 

By making a clear distinction between work-life and home life, 
energy and quality time with family is restored.

Work-Life 
Cohesion

DESCRIPTION

•Maintaining a balance of work and life

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»Colleagues will be known 
at a deeper level
»Use of live stream to 
interact 
»Superficial layer will be 
debunked

»Video interaction replacing 
physical interaction
»More experiments with 
digital alter egos

►Heighten meeting to establish a 
sense of community.
►At the end of workday, take concrete 
steps to physically distance oneself 
from work.
►Establish necessary boundary 
between work and life.
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Certified Immune Status is the 10th trend in 
evolving Consumer Behavior that gives value 

on certified immune consumers

Certified Immune Status

The certified recovered from COVID
COVID-19 could lead the economic recovery.

Certified
Immune
Status

DESCRIPTION

•Heightened requirement of proving one’s immune status

Impact What to Expect Response Mechanism

»High restrictions on
business models that
require packing people in
tight spaces.
»Restrictions on cruises,
theaters, events and
festivals

»Rise of solo dining booths or
humanhuman-free interactions
»Rise of new consumer 
segment
with an official health record to
prove an immune status

►Test people directly for SARS 
SARS-Co V V-2 antibodies.
►Issue immunity certificates to help 
the world
revive.
►Verify applicants’ claims ad 
identities beforethe issuance of 
immunity certificates.
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